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Abstract

This paper considers the design of individual quota programs for �sheries

where more than one market class of �sh is harvested and where a manager

is uncertain about the �shing technology, prices, stock levels, and compliance.

In particular, the paper considers three problems that follow from a manager's

uncertainty and the multi-product nature of the �shery; discarding, ex ante

uncertainty, and data fouling. Since multi-product �sheries and uncertainty

are the norm, the issues addressed here are fundamental to �sheries regulation.
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1 Introduction

This paper considers the design of individual quota programs for �sheries where more

than one market class of �sh is harvested and where a manager is uncertain about the

�shing technology, prices, stock levels, and compliance.1 Since multi-product �sheries

and uncertainty are the norm, the issues addressed here are fundamental to �sheries

regulation.

The literature treats many problems relevant to the design of individual quota

programs.2 This paper, however, is concerned with three problems that follow from

a manager's uncertainty and from the multi-product nature of a �shery; discarding,

ex ante uncertainty, and data fouling. A description of these problems follows.

Discarding: Managers typically observe quantities of �sh landed and brought

to market, but not actual harvests brought up on deck. Such imperfect observation

makes non-compliance with a quota possible. In particular, considerable evidence

shows that individual quota programs can cause �shermen to illegally discard at sea

�sh that they would bring to market otherwise (e.g., [3], [4]). Since mortality is high

among discarded �sh, discarding wastes a valuable �sh stock.

Ex Ante Uncertainty: A manager facing uncertainty about technology, prices,

stock levels, and compliance is uncertain about the magnitude and composition of the

harvest associated with a given quota program. This uncertainty is costly if harvests

close to an \optimal" harvest are desired.

Data Fouling: Harvests are the sum of observed landings and unobserved dis-

carding. If a manager observes only landings, then uncertainty about discarding may

not be resolved at the end of the season. Such corruption of a manager's information

about harvests is known as \data fouling". Data fouling may induce errors in stock

estimates, and hence cause errors in a manager's future behavior.

1I thank two anonymous referees, Angelo Melino, Mike Berkowitz, Steven Kohlhagen, Huw Lloyd-

Ellis, Nancy Gallini, Ralph Winter, Jim Smith, and participants at the 1998 UBC Summer I/O con-

ference for helpful comments. This research was supported by grants from the Connaught foundation

and the Social Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada.
2For example, optimal (subsidies) penalties for over-quota (under-quota) landings are treated in

[5], optimal enforcement e�ort is characterized in [7], the impact of di�erent distribution schemes is

treated in [1].
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There are two common types of quota in multi-product �sheries, aggregated quota,

which regulates the total weight of all species or size classes, and disaggregated quota,

which regulates the weight of each species or size class separately. Disaggregated

quota is by far the most common choice in multi-species �sheries, although aggregated

quota are also used. Single species �sheries, however, are almost always regulated

by a single aggregated quota, even when the stock consists of several market (size)

classes of �sh. In rare cases, �shery managers use value-based quota, which regulates

the aggregate value of landed �sh (for examples and exceptions see [3]).

The choice of quota program involves both a choice of quota type and a choice of

enforcement regime. The analysis considers two common enforcement regimes, simple

enforcement and con�scation. (1) Under simple enforcement a manager observes,

con�scates, and penalizes over-quota landings, but does not observe harvests. (2)

Under con�scation, a manager observes and allows over-quota landings, provided such

landings are turned over to the manager. As under simple enforcement, a manager

does not observe harvests.

The paper considers the choice of quota type and enforcement regime. It �rst

describes a simple �shery where a manager is uncertain about technology, prices,

stock abundance, and compliance. It next examines a �sher's response to each type

of regulation. Finally, the paper compares the maximal expected welfare attainable

with each di�erent quota program.

2 Model

Discarding, ex ante uncertainty, and data fouling are important factors in a manager's

choice of quota and enforcement. This section develops a model with which to analyze

these problems. The model considers a short period of time during which regulation

is \�xed", say a �shing season, and each variable de�ned below is an aggregate value

for this short time period. For example, harvests are the total harvests over the whole

period, and a quota regulates the total landings from all trips taken during the time

period.

The analysis begins after a manager has allocated quotas, whether this allocation

takes place by �at, lottery, or quota market. Hence, without loss of generality, the

model considers the behavior of a single representative �sher.

Fishing technology: The stock consists of two types of �sh. A harvest is a

pair h = (h1; h2) � 0, where hi is the harvested weight of Type i. To concentrate

on harvest choice, make the simplifying assumption that \e�ort" is the only input
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into the production technology. Denote e�ort by x, and suppose that it is procured

at constant marginal cost c. Given the short time horizon under consideration, stock

levels are assumed �xed and omitted from the model.

Considerable evidence shows that �shers control the proportions of di�erent types

of �sh in their harvests, although the extent of this control is often limited.3 The

following speci�cation of the �shing technology is among the simplest that allows

imperfect control of harvest composition and decreasing returns to e�ort.4

Let �1 2 [0; 1] be the proportion of Type 1 �sh in a harvest, and �2 = 1 � �1
the proportion of Type 2. � denotes a pair [�1; �2]. Allow a �sher to choose �1 from

an interval whose upper and lower limits depend on ", the relative abundance or

catchability of the two types, and on Æ, a �sher's ability to selectively harvest one

type or the other. Let Æ 2 [0; 1] and " 2 ["; "] � [�Æ; 1 + Æ]. Fishers choose �1 from�
�; �

�
= ["� Æ; "+ Æ] \[0; 1]. If Æ = 0 a �sher has no control over harvest composition.

As Æ increases so does a �sher's ability to control harvest composition. An increase

in " indicates an increase in the relative abundance or catchability of Type 1.

Let the total weight of the harvest, F (x;A), be quadratic in e�ort, so that

F (x;A) = A0x+
A1

2
x2; where A = (A0; A1) reects the inuence of factors like overall

species abundance and weather on the productivity of e�ort. All together, harvests

are given by

�
h1
h2

�
=

�
�1

�
A0x+

A1

2
x2
�

�2
�
A0x+

A1

2
x2
�
�
, or in vector notation, h = �F (x;A.

Since the model considers a period of time which is longer than a single trip, hold

constraints and shipboard processing costs are implicit in the production function.

Fishers may discard �sh at sea. Denote discards by d = (d1; d2) � 0: Landings

y = (y1; y2) are harvests net of discards: y = h � d � 0. Demand for landings

is exogenous and perfectly elastic, with p = (p1; p2) > 0. If there is no discarding

y = h, and y may refer to harvests. Note that some discarding may occur for

technological reasons, e.g., ex-vessel price does not cover handling costs or the hold is

full. To abstract from problems of technologically-induced discarding both shipboard

processing and discarding are assumed costless, and we regard h as the harvest net

of technologically-induced discarding.

Quotas and enforcement: Q denotes the set of legal landings associated with

a given individual quota. The analysis considers three classes of quota:

3[2] p16, [3], [4], [6], [11].
4Standard multi-product technologies and their associated dual representations assume complete

control over harvest composition, while Leontief, or �xed-proportions technologies, assume no con-

trol. Hence the need for a non-standard speci�cation of the harvest technology.
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1. Aggregated quota allows a �sher to land up to W pounds of �sh regardless of

type. The associated quota set is Q = fy �0jy1 + y2 � Wg.

2. Disaggregated quota allows a �sher to land q1 units of Type 1 and q2 units of

Type 2. The quota set for disaggregated quota is Q = fy � 0jy � qg, where

q = (q1; q2) > 0 are the maximum legal landing weights for each type.

3. Value-based quota allows a �sher to land �sh whose value is less than or equal

to the value of a pair (q1; q2). The corresponding quota set is Q = fy �0jpy �

pqg:5

These quota sets are stylized descriptions of observed regulation. Generalizing to

allow for more complicated quota sets, e.g., quota sets that require a minimum pro-

portion of one type, is a subject for further research.

A manager must also choose an enforcement regime. Such a regime involves a

penalty for over-quota landings and possibly a bonus or penalty for failure to �ll a

quota. This analysis considers two common enforcement regimes, simple enforcement

and con�scation.6

1. Simple enforcement subjects all over-quota landings to a certain penalty which

is strictly larger than the value of the over-quota �sh, but there is no bene�t

or penalty for landings below a quota. This is a stylization of cases where a

manager observes, con�scates, and penalizes over-quota landings, but does not

observe harvests.

2. Con�scation subjects all over-quota landings to a certain penalty which is ex-

actly equal to the value of the over-quota �sh, but there is no bene�t or penalty

for landings below a quota. This is a stylization of cases where a manager

observes and con�scates over-quota landings, but does not observe harvests.

To avoid a discussion of optimal enforcement e�ort assume that a manager perfectly

observes landings.

The enforcement regimes above are selected because they are commonly observed.

The nature of an optimal enforcement regime is treated in [5]and [12]. Characterizing

5A simpler way to administer value-based quota is to specify the total dollar value of landings.

The present speci�cation is superior in that it is invariant to changes in the price level.
6A third enforcement regime, where a manager employs shipboard observers to monitor and assess

a penalty for over-quota harvests is also common. Since observer programs require an observer on

board each boat, they a�ect the marginal cost of �shing e�ort. This makes an analysis of observer

programs more complicated than an analysis of simple enforcement or con�scation.
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such optimal enforcement regimes for a multi-product �shery remains a topic for

future research.

3 Fisher's Problem

A �sher takes prices as given and maximizes short run pro�t by choice of e�ort, dis-

carding, and proportion. Under simple enforcement a �sher chooses e�ort, discarding

and proportion of Type 1 to solve:

max
x;d;�

� = p (�F (x;A)� d)� cx(1)

s.t. �F (x;A)� d 2 Q;(2)

�1 2
�
�; �

�
(3)

�1 + �2 = 1(4)

x;d � 0:(5)

Let x(";A;p; Q), d(";A;p; Q), and �1(";A;p; Q) denote pro�t maximizing choices of

e�ort, discarding, and proportion of Type 1, for given relative catchability, technology,

prices, and regulation.

Since the response functions, x(";A;p; Q), d(";A;p; Q), and �1(";A;p; Q); de-

scribe season aggregates they must be interpreted carefully. On any trip, save the

last of the season, a �sher chooses e�ort, composition and discarding on the basis of

expectations about whether a quota will bind. Hence, discarding and other responses

to a quota are imagined to occur continuously throughout a season, not all in a lump

at the end.

The statement of a �sher's problem, 1-5, supposes that a manager relies on simple

enforcement. If a manager instead con�scates over-quota landings, a �sher's problem

is still given by 1-5. However, a �sher's decision about whether to discard or land

and forfeit over-quota harvests depends on relative costs of shipboard processing

and discarding. It follows that a switch to con�scation cannot increase discarding,

though it need not decrease it. In this model, where shipboard processing is not

described, a �sher is indi�erent between discarding over-quota �sh and delivering it

to a manager, so the fraction of over-quota �sh discarded is determined exogenously.

If we reinterpret d as the sum of discarding and con�scated landings of over-quota

�sh, then no other changes in the statement of a �sher's problem are needed to

accommodate the switch from simple enforcement to con�scation.
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3.1 Solving the �sher's problem

This section describes a �sher's response to di�erent regulatory programs. In par-

ticular, the section examines the propensity of di�erent quota programs to cause

discarding and ex ante uncertainty. Data fouling will be discussed later.
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Figure 1: A �sher's problem under three di�erent quotas. In each panel the shaded cone is the

technologically feasible set and the hatched area is the quota set. Figure 1a illustrates an aggregated

quota. Figures 1b and 1c illustrate disaggregated quota.

Value-based quota: With value-based quota a manager chooses quantities

(q1; q2) = q of Types one and two, and allows a �sher to land any bundle of equal

or lesser value. A �sher's problem is given by 1-5, with Q = fy �0jpy � pqg in 2.

Solving this problem with conventional techniques establishes the following qualitative

features of a �sher's behavior.

If prices are low relative to costs the quota is non-binding and e�ort and landings

are increasing in prices. A �sher chooses the maximum or minimum value of �1
according to whether p2 is greater or less than p1.

As prices rise the quota eventually binds. When this happens, further harvesting

requires that a �sher discard one dollar of �sh for every additional dollar landed.

Therefore after a value-based quota binds the supply of e�ort ceases to respond to

changes in prices and no �sh are discarded. As is the case when a quota does not

bind, a �sher chooses the maximum or minimum value of �1 according to whether p2
is greater or less than p1.

Discarding is not a problem with value-based quota, however ex ante uncertainty

is a problem. With value-based quota the harvest of each type depends on uncertain
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prices and technology, along with the choice of (q1; q2). Therefore, while a manager

using value-based quota exerts some control over harvests, this control is imperfect.

In particular, a �sher's choice of composition, �1, depends on prices and on the limits

of his control over composition, � and �, but does not depend on (q1; q2). Hence a

manager using value-based quota cannot inuence harvest composition.

Since a �sher never harvests over-quota �sh, changing between simple enforcement

and con�scation enforcement regime does not a�ect a �sher's behavior: Such a change

a�ects only the fate of over-quota �sh.

Aggregated quota: With aggregated quota and simple enforcement, a manager

chooses a weight W and allows a �sher to land any bundle of equal or lesser weight.

A �sher's problem is given by 1-5, with Q = fy �0jy1 + y2 � Wg in 2. This pro�t

maximization problem may be solved with conventional techniques.

Figure 1a illustrates a �sher's problem with aggregated quota. Axes indicate

quantities of Types 1 and 2. The boundary of the quota set is a line of slope -1

intersecting each axis at W . Technologically feasible harvests are indicated by the

shaded region that is bounded above by a ray from the origin with slope (1� �1) = �1,

and bounded below by a ray from the origin with slope
�
1� �1

�
=�1. The discussion

below supposes p2 > p1 and simple enforcement unless noted otherwise.

If prices are low relative to costs then a quota is not binding and e�ort and landings

are increasing in prices. Given p2 > p1 a �sher chooses the minimum value of �1 and

concentrates on Type 2.

As prices rise a quota eventually binds. With p2 > p1 this occurs at landings ya in

�gure 1a. After the quota binds, the marginal return to e�ort drops discretely from

(p2�2 + p1�1)Fx to (p2 � p1) �2Fx. That is, after a quota binds, further harvesting

requires the discarding of a unit of Type 1 for each additional unit of Type 2 harvested.

Until the price of Type 2 rises suÆciently to make such discarding pro�table, there

is no discarding and e�ort does not respond to marginal changes in price.

After the price of Type 2 rises enough to make discarding pro�table, the net

revenue from an additional pound of Type 2 harvested is p2 � p1 and the marginal

product of e�ort is �2 (p2 � p1)Fx. In this case e�ort and discarding are increasing in

p2 and decreasing in p1. In �gure 1a this occurs, for example, when a �sher harvests

hb and lands yb .

If p2 rises high enough a �sher discards Type 1 until his landings are solely Type

2. In �gure 1a, this means that a �sher's pro�t maximizing harvest and landings are

hc and yc. When this happens e�ort and discarding no longer respond to marginal

changes in price.
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We can now describe the incidence of discarding and ex ante uncertainty under

aggregated quota. Conditional on a quota that binds at p with pi > pj, discarding

occurs if (pi � pj) �iFx > c. Since discarding only occurs after the quota binds, the

magnitude of discarding depends on a manager's choice of W: However the choice of

species to discard depends only on relative prices, so a manager is unable to inuence

the choice of type to discard.

With aggregated quota ex ante uncertainty may also occur. The magnitude of

harvest depends upon uncertain prices, relative abundance, and technology, along

with the choice of quota. Thus a manager has only imperfect control over harvests.

In particular, the choice of composition depends only on prices and the values of �

and �, so a manager cannot a�ect harvest composition.

Switching between con�scation and simple enforcement regimes a�ects only the

disposition of over-quota harvests. Under simple enforcement all over-quota harvests

are discarded. Under con�scation over-quota �sh are discarded or landed and turned

over to a manager.

Disaggregated quota: With disaggregated quota a manager chooses weights

of each type and allows a �sher to land any smaller bundle. A �sher's problem is

given by 1-5, with Q = fy � 0jy � qg in 2. This pro�t maximization problem can

be solved with conventional techniques.

Figures 1b and 1c illustrate a �sher's problem with disaggregated quota. These

�gures are the same as �gure 1a, except that the quota set is now a rectangle with

its \northeast" corner at coordinate q. In �gure 1c, q is in the technically feasible

set of harvests. In �gure 1b it is not. Unless otherwise noted the discussion below

supposes p2 > p1and simple enforcement.

Consider �gure 1b. If prices are low relative to costs the quota is not binding and

e�ort and landings are increasing in prices. As prices rise, q1 eventually binds. When

p1 > p2 , the quota on Type 1 binds at ya. As the price of Type 2 rises further, pro�t

maximizing landings shift along the boundary of the quota set until a �sher can no

longer adjust composition to increase his harvest of Type 2. This occurs at landings

yb in the �gure. When p2 > p1; the quota on Type 1 �rst binds at yb. Regardless

of relative prices, if pro�t maximizing landings are yb, further landings of Type 2 are

only possible if Type 1 is discarded.

As prices rise further some discarding occurs (e.g., when landings and harvests are

yc and hc in �gure 1b). In this case, pro�t maximizing e�ort is increasing in the price

of Type 2 but invariant to small changes in the price of Type 1: Marginal harvests of

Type 1 have zero value to a �sher because they must be discarded. When prices rise
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high enough, pro�t maximization occurs at landings q and harvest hq. In this case

both quotas are binding and e�ort does not respond to changes in price.

In �gure 1b discarding of Type 1 may or may not occur. If q lies between the

horizontal axis and the technologically feasible set, rather than vice-verse (as in �gure

1b), then the roles of Type 1 and Type 2 are reversed. If, as shown in �gure 1c, the

northeast corner of the quota set is technologically feasible pro�t maximizing behavior

is as described below.

If prices are low relative to costs then the quota is not binding and e�ort and

landings are increasing in prices. When pi > pj the �sher chooses the minimum value

of �j and concentrates on Type i.

As prices rise, then qi binds when pi > pj. This occurs at landings ya or yb

in �gure 1c. As prices rise further the pro�t maximizing harvest moves along the

boundary of the quota set towards landings q. In this region e�ort is also increasing

in prices. As prices rise still further, both quotas eventually bind and e�ort no longer

responds to changes in price.

We can now describe the incidence of discarding and ex ante uncertainty under

disaggregated quota and simple enforcement. Since harvests depend on uncertain

prices, relative abundance, and technology, as well as the quota, a manager using

disaggregated quota faces ex ante uncertainty about the harvest. However a manager

using disaggregated quota is able to a�ect harvest composition. In particular, a pro�t

maximizing �sher may have an incentive to choose �1 as close to the ratio
q2

q1+q2
as is

feasible.

SuÆcient conditions for discarding to occur under disaggregated quota are, (1)

the quota is binding for only Type j at p, (2) the northeast corner of the quota set

is not technologically feasible, and (3) pi�iFx > c. An intuitive necessary condition

for discarding of Type i is that the price of Type i be large enough that harvesting is

pro�table when only Type i is retained in the harvest. Since discarding only occurs

after the quota binds, the magnitude of discarding depends on a manager's choice of

(q1; q2) : Since the choice of species to discard depends on whether (q1; q2) lies between

the h1 axis and the technologically feasible or vice verse, the choice of disaggregated

quota a�ects the choice of type of �sh to discard.

As with aggregated quota, if a manager instead uses a con�scation enforcement

regime, there is no change in the statement or analysis of a �sher's problem, though

we must interpret d as the sum of discarded and con�scated �sh.

Discussion: With each type of quota, harvest depends upon uncertain prices,

relative abundance, and technology, as well as the quota. Thus a manager using any
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of the three quota types faces ex ante uncertainty about the harvest.

Under simple enforcement, discarding is more likely under disaggregated than

aggregated quota, and does not occur with value-based quota. At the boundary of a

disaggregated quota set it is pro�table to discard only if it is pro�table to �sh while

retaining just the type with a non-binding quota, i.e., pi�iFx > c. At the boundary

of an aggregated quota set it is pro�table to continue �shing only if it is pro�table

to �sh only for the more valuable type while discarding the less valuable type, i.e.,

(pi � pj) �iFx > c where pi > pj. Given quota of each type that binds at prices

p but not at any smaller price, let Pd denote the set of prices larger than p such

that discarding occurs under disaggregated quota.7 Let Pa denote the set of prices

larger than p such that discarding occurs under aggregated quota. Finally, Pv = �

is the set of prices larger than p such that discarding occurs with value-based quota.

Inspection of the above conditions for discarding under disaggregated and aggregated

quota establishes that Pd � Pa � Pv. Thus, if prices are a random variable whose

support contains Pd, discarding is more likely under disaggregated than aggregated

quota, and more likely under aggregated than value-based quota.

Since unobserved discarding can occur under simple enforcement with aggregated

and disaggregated quota, data-fouling may be a problem with these two types of

quota. Since discarding cannot occur with value-based quota, data-fouling cannot

occur. Switching to con�scation may reduce the incidence of discarding and data-

fouling under aggregated and disaggregated quota.

Value-based and aggregated quota do not allow a manager to a�ect harvest com-

position or the choice of species to discard. This decision depends entirely on relative

prices. Disaggregated quota is the only regulation allowing a manager to exercise

control over harvest composition or the choice of species to discard.

4 Manager's problem

The following chronology corresponds closely to the observed chronology of regulation

and �shing. (1) A manager chooses a regulatory program at the beginning of a season

on the basis of imperfect knowledge of the �shing technology, relative catchability,

stock abundance, and market conditions. (2) After this choice is made, a �sher

observes market conditions, relative catchability, how well his boat is working, and

makes his choices about e�ort, discarding, and composition. (3) After a �sher makes

these decisions a manager observes landings and market prices.

7We also require that q not be in the technologically feasible set, and that one quota not bind

at p:
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This chronology can also be described more formally. The �nal outcome of a

�shing season depends on; (1) market and stock conditions as summarized by ", A,

p, (2), a manager's choice of Q and enforcement, and (3), a �sher's choices of x;d;

and �1. At Time 1 a manager does not know ";A;and p, but does know a density

g(";A;p) from which they are drawn. On the basis of this imperfect information a

manager chooses Q: At Time 2, ";A;p are revealed to a �sher, who chooses e�ort,

discarding and composition to maximize pro�ts. At Time 3 a manager observes

landings and prices.

Assume a manager cares about �shery pro�ts but places a higher value on har-

vested �sh than the �sher. To represent this as simply as possible, let V (h) denote the

social cost of harvest h; where marginal social cost is non-negative and non-decreasing

in harvest levels, i.e., DV � 0 and D2V � 0.8 A manager's problem is to choose

a quota set Q to maximize expected value of �shery pro�ts net of the social cost of

harvest, taking as given a �sher's response to regulation. More formally, a manager

using simple enforcement chooses Q to solve,

max
Q

Z
p;A;"

[p (�F (x;A)� d)� cx� V (�F (x;A))] g(";A;p)d" dAdp(6)

s.t. x = x(";A;p;Q)

d = d(";A;p; Q)

�1 = �(";A;p; Q)

An aversion to ex ante uncertainty, like risk aversion, arises from concavity of a

manager's objective. Such concavity can have two sources. First, given decreasing

marginal returns to e�ort, �F (x;A) is concave along any ray passing through a fea-

sible harvest and the origin. Second, V may be convex. For example, a preference

for harvests close to a target set by a management committee will be reected by

convexity of V in a neighborhood of a target. Increasing convexity of V causes a

manager to be increasingly averse to risk of deviations from the target. To sum up,

no modi�cation of 6 is required to reect a manager's aversion to ex ante uncertainty.

Equation 6 does not reect a manager's aversion to data fouling. Equation 6

varies only with the quality of a manager's information about current conditions, i.e.,

g(";A;p), it does not vary as a manager's information about future conditions varies,

so that a manager's preference for good ex post estimates of harvests is not reected

in 6.

8One might also allow V to covary with the uncertain variables. For example, the marginal social

value of Type 1 might depend on the realized relative catchability of Type 1 (").
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A simple way to accommodate aversion to data fouling is to de�ne �(Q) denote

a vector of parameters describing the error distribution of a manager's ex post es-

timate of harvests as a function of the quota and I(�(Q)) to be the value that a

manager places on ex post information about harvests. We can then add I(�(Q)) to

a manager's objective in 6A more elegant way to assess the value of information is to

solve an explicitly dynamic version of a manager's problem in which stock size and a

manager's information � are state variables.

The manager's problem above is based upon the simple enforcement regime in

which no illegal landings occur. If a manager uses the con�scation regime, we suppose

a �sher lands proportion � of all over-quota �sh. In this case we adjust a manager's

objective by allowing a manager to keep the revenue generated by the con�scated

�sh. That is, we add �pd to the objective in 6.

A manager's welfare maximization problem is diÆcult to solve analytically in

interesting generality. The analysis proceeds by considering two simple examples and

a numerical solution to a particular problem.

(a)

W

W

h1

h2

b

b

b b

yl

hl

yh hh

(b)

h1

h2

b

b

b

yh
q
yl

(c)

q1

q2

h1

h2

b q

Figure 2: A �sher's response to aggregated quota (a), value-based quota (b), and disaggregated

quota (c), when p2 takes the values p2l < p1 and p2h > p1 at random. In each panel the shaded

cone is the technologically feasible set. In �gures 1a and 1c and the hatched area is the quota set.

In �gure 1b the quota set for p2l (p2h) is shaded with vertical (horizontal) lines. In �gures 1a and

1b, yl (yh) and hl (hh) indicate landings and harvests when p2l (p2h) obtains. In �gure 1c harvest

q occurs for both realizations of p2.
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Manager's problem with only price uncertainty: Consider a special case

of a manager's problem where the cost of e�ort is negligibly small (c t 0)9. There

are three reasons for this assumption. (1) It is analytically convenient. (2) It is

a stylization of �sheries where quotas are small relative harvesting capacity. (3) It

allows the analysis to concentrate on states of the world where a quota is binding

while ignoring uninteresting states where quotas do not bind.

Further suppose that a manager's only uncertainty is over prices: p1 is certain, but

p2 takes a high or a low value at random, where p2h > p1 > p2l. Figure 2 illustrates

a �sher's response to aggregated, disaggregated, and value-based individual quota

under these conditions. The discussion below assumes simple enforcement unless

otherwise noted.

Since the cost of e�ort is negligible, a pro�t-maximizing �sher chooses to produce

the revenue maximizing legal landings. Figure 2a illustrates a �sher's behavior under

an aggregated quota allowing W pounds of landings. If the realized p2 is high, then

revenue maximizing landings are yh, the associated harvest hh, and discarding is

h1h. If p2 is low, pro�t maximizing landings are yl, the associated harvest is hl and

discarding is h2l.

In this example a manager has ex ante uncertainty about harvest magnitude and

composition.10 When he chooses W a manager does not know whether a �sher will

choose harvest hh or hl. Discarding occurs for certain in this example, although the

amount of discarding is uncertain ex ante. Depending on prices, a �sher discards

h2h of Type 2 or h1h of Type 1. Data fouling is not a problem despite the fact that

unobserved discarding occurs. When a manager observes landings yh he infers that

harvests hh certainly occurred. Similarly, when a manager observes landings yl he

infers that harvests hl certainly occurred.

Figure 2b illustrates a �sher's behavior when a manager chooses value-based quota

allowing p1q1+ p2q2 dollars of landings. Since revenue is constant along the boundary

of a quota set a �sher's objective is to get to this boundary using as little e�ort as

possible. For a high realization of p2 this is accomplished at landings yh, on the

boundary of the quota set associated with p2h . For a low realization of p2 this is

accomplished at landings yl, on the boundary of the quota set associated with p2h .

With value-based quotas and only price uncertainty a manager generally has ex

ante uncertainty. At the time he chooses q he does not know whether harvest yl or yh

will occur. From �gure 2b it is clear that the degree of ex ante uncertainty increases

9If c = 0 then the �sher's behavior is indeterminate.
10Except when a �sher has no control over proportions and �1 =

1

2
. In this case hl = hh and a

manager has no ex ante uncertainty about harvests or discards.
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with the amount of control a �sher exercises over proportions. In the special case when

a �sher has no control over proportions, a manager can eliminate ex ante uncertainty

if he chooses q to lie on the feasible ray of harvests. With value-based quota no

discarding occurs.

Figure 2c illustrates a �sher's behavior for each realization of prices when a man-

ager chooses disaggregated quota allowing (q1; q2) of each type. If there is no uncer-

tainty about the technology, a manager chooses (q1; q2) in the technologically feasible

set. A pro�t maximizing �sher then chooses harvests and landings q for both real-

izations of p2. It follows that ex ante uncertainty, discarding and data-fouling do not

occur when a manager uses disaggregated quota.

From this example we learn that if there is only price uncertainty, disaggregated

quota allows a manager to select any technologically feasible harvest with no ex ante

uncertainty, no discarding and no data fouling. In the special case where a �sher

has no control over harvest composition, value-based quota performs equally well.

However, as a �sher's control over composition increases, so does a manager's ex ante

uncertainty, although discarding and data fouling never occur. Finally, aggregated

quota always causes ex ante uncertainty and discarding, though with only price un-

certainty it does not cause data fouling. In all, this suggests that disaggregated quota

has a comparative advantage in environments where there is only price uncertainty.

In this example, disaggregated and value-based quota do not induce discarding.

Therefore switching to a con�scation enforcement regime does not a�ect behavior

under these two types of quota. Since discarding does occur with aggregated quota,

to the extent that a switch to con�scation reduces discarding, it improves the perfor-

mance of this type of quota.

Manager's problem with only technological uncertainty: Consider a sec-

ond special case of a manager's problem 6 where the cost of e�ort is negligibly small

(c t 0), prices are certain, and technology is uncertain. In particular suppose that

p1 > p2 and that �1 takes the value �1h or �1l at random, where �1h > �1l. The

discussion below assumes simple enforcement unless noted otherwise.

Figure 3a illustrates a �sher's pro�t maximizing behavior for each realization of

technology, conditional on a manager's choice of W pounds of aggregated quota.

When p1 > p2 revenue is always maximized by landings y, so a �sher chooses these

landings regardless of the technology. If �1l occurs then a �sher chooses hl and dis-

cards h2l units of Type 2. If �1h occurs then a �sher chooses hh and discards h2h
units of Type 2. Given technological uncertainty and aggregated quotas, a manager
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Figure 3: A �sher's response to aggregated quota (a), value-based quota (b), and disaggregated

quota (c), when the technology is �xed proportions and �1 takes a high value �1h or a low value �1l

at random. In each panel the hatched area is the quota set. The steeper (atter) ray from the origin

indicates the technologically feasible set when �1 = �1l (�1 = �1h). In each �gure, yl (yh) and hl

(hh) indicate landings and harvests when �1l (�1h) obtains.

is uncertain about whether harvests hl or hh occur at the time he chooses W . Hence

ex ante uncertainty is a problem. A manager knows with certainty that some discard-

ing will occur. However, landings y are associated with both possible harvests, so a

manager remains unable to determine whether harvest hl or hh occurs after he ob-

serves landings. Therefore discarding and data fouling are problems under aggregated

quotas with only technological uncertainty.

Figure 3b illustrates a �sher's pro�t-maximizing behavior given technological un-

certainty and value-based regulation. Since revenue is maximized at any point on

the boundary of the quota set, pro�t maximization requires that a �sher get to this

boundary using as little e�ort as possible. This occurs at harvests yl or yh depending

on whether �1h or �1l occurs. Since harvests vary with the technology, a manager

faces ex ante uncertainty about harvest size and composition. Discarding is not a

problem. Data-fouling does not occur.

Figure 3c illustrates a �sher's pro�t-maximizing behavior given technological un-

certainty and disaggregated quota. Regardless of technology, revenues are maximized

by landings q. These revenues are achieved by harvesting hl or hh as �1 takes its low

or high value. Depending on the realization of �1 a �sher discards h2l�q2 of Type 2 or

h1h�q1 of Type 1. Given technological uncertainty and disaggregated quotas, a man-

ager is uncertain about whether harvests hl or hh will occur when he chooses (q1; q2).

Hence ex ante uncertainty is a problem. A manager knows with certainty that some

discarding will occur, though the amount is uncertain even after he observes landings.
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Therefore discarding and data fouling are problems under disaggregated quotas with

only technological uncertainty.

For this example, we can make two general statements about the welfare that can

be attained with di�erent types of quota. First, disaggregated quota can result in

higher expected welfare than any arbitrary aggregated quota. To see this, consider

an arbitrary aggregated quota. As in �gure 2a, such a quota results in two possible

harvests. Choose a disaggregated quota set with its northeast corner at the smaller

of the two harvests. In �gure 2a this means choosing a disaggregated quota with its

northeast corner at hh. Such a disaggregated quota results in the same pattern of

harvests as the illustrated aggregated quota, but strictly more landings. Hence, as

long as the price of �sh is positive, disaggregated quota dominates aggregated quota.

Second, value-based quota generates an equal value of landings from strictly less

harvest than disaggregated quota. To see this, consider a disaggregated quota al-

lowing landings q; as in �gure 1c. Now consider the value-based quota that allows

harvests with value equal to the same q: Under the value-based quota the two pos-

sible harvests lie on a price line passing through q, while under disaggregated quota

harvests lie strictly \north" or strictly \east" of q. This means that, for the same

value of landings, harvests under disaggregated quota are strictly larger than those

under value-based quota.

Switching to a con�scation enforcement regime reduces the proportion of over-

quota �sh that discarded. Since discarding does not occur with value-based quota,

and does occur with the other types, the switch in enforcement regime decreases the

comparative advantage of value-based quota when there is only price uncertainty. In

fact, if the switch to con�scation enforcement causes all over-quota �sh to be landed

instead of discarded, then we can show that disaggregated quota dominates value-

based quota, reversing the result of the last paragraph.

Let q be the value-based quota that solves the manager's problem. As in �gure

3b, this quota results in harvests yl and yh. Now consider the disaggregated quota

with ~q = (y1l; y2h). Under this quota, with con�scation enforcement, a �sher chooses

landings yl or yh depending on the realization of �1(this is illustrated in �gure 3b).

From these landings, he always sells q and forfeits the residual. Therefore a manager is

able to induce exactly the same pattern of harvests and landings with a disaggregated

quota and con�scation, as is achieved by the optimal value-based quota. It follows

that an optimal disaggregated quota can be no worse than an optimal value-based

quota.
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Results from the Scotia-Fundy Cod-Haddock-Pollock �shery: Given

simple enforcement the examples suggest that disaggregated quota has an advantage

in environments where there is a lot of price uncertainty and not much technological

uncertainty, while value-based quota perform relatively better in environments where

there is a lot of technological uncertainty and not much price uncertainty. Given

con�scation enforcement, the advantage of value-based quota under technological un-

certainty is attenuated. In the extreme case where all over-quota �sh are landed,

disaggregated quota performs better than value-based quota in both examples.

To get some sense for the type of quota that is likely to be preferred more complex

real �sheries, I solve a manager's problem numerically using data from the Scotia-

Fundy Cod-Haddock-Pollock �shery in Atlantic Canada. This �shery is conducted

by small bottom trawling vessels that concentrate on Cod, Haddock, and Pollock.

The solution method is as follows: (1) Generalize the model above from two to

three species. (2) Estimate the density g(";A;p) using price and landings data. (3)

Estimate the marginal cost of e�ort c from cost data for the �shery. (4) Estimate

the limits of control over composition Æ from price and landings data. (5) Solve 6

for each type of quota and enforcement numerically using estimated values for c; Æ

and g(";A;p) and a variety of speci�cations of the social value of harvest V (h).

(6) Compare the maximum expected welfare of di�erent quota programs. (7) Check

the sensitivity of the numerical solution to changes in estimated values of c; Æ and

g(";A;p):

The numerical results indicate that disaggregated quota generates higher expected

welfare than value-based or aggregated quota. This ranking is surprisingly robust.

In particular, this ranking of quotas is almost always invariant to the speci�cation

of the social value of harvest V (h); and to sensitivity tests on estimated parameters

and densities.

The results also indicate that data fouling is not a problem under any regulation.

Even under simple enforcement, ex post estimates of harvest variance were always

less than one percent of actual harvest weight for all quota programs. This suggests

that the dominance of disaggregated quota is robust to plausible di�erences in the

value of ex post information about the harvest. Details about the data, estimation

procedures, and numerical solution method are available in [10].

The data underlying the numerical results is as good as is available without pri-

mary data collection e�orts. It is, nevertheless, subject to two important problems.

First, the data records only landings in a �shery that is subject to regulation by a

disaggregated quota. Thus the distribution of the relative catchability " and the lim-

its of composition control Æ are estimated from landings data and not harvest data

in a �shery where discarding may occur. Second, the cost data is very poor so that
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the estimate of the marginal cost of e�ort c is suspect. While the data underlying

the numerical exercise is poor, it is the best available. Fisheries managers rarely

track cost data. Actual harvest data, as opposed to landings data, is available only

for observer �sheries, which are typically conducted by large highly regulated vessels

with extremely complex �shing behavior.

5 Conclusion

This paper considers the design of individual quota programs for �sheries where (1),

more than one species or more than one size class of a single species is harvested,

and (2), a manager is uncertain about the �shing technology, prices, stock levels, and

compliance.

The analysis establishes several results about the comparative advantages of dif-

ferent quota programs. In particular, it indicates that with simple enforcement, dis-

aggregated quota programs perform better in environments where there is a lot of

price uncertainty and not much technological uncertainty. Value-based quota perform

relatively better in environments where there is a lot of technological uncertainty and

not much price uncertainty. Switching to con�scation attenuates the advantage of

value-based quota in environments with only technological uncertainty.

The analysis also suggests that the optimal choice of quota program depends on

particular characteristics of the �shery in question. For a numerical example based

on a trawl �shery, the paper �nds that disaggregated quota dominates the other

two types, regardless of enforcement regime. The numerical results, however, should

be regarded with some suspicion because of data problems. With this said, pending

better data, the numerical results indicate that disaggregated quota is the appropriate

choice for multi-species trawl �sheries.

A more conclusive numerical result can only be obtained with better data about

control of proportions. This data is not available. While such data can in princi-

ple be gathered by shipboard observers, such programs are expensive and rely on

the observer to discriminate between eÆcient technologically-induced discarding and

wasteful quota-induced discarding. The analysis conducted here suggests proportions

data could also be gathered by a test �shery regulated by value-based quota. Since

value-based quota does not cause discarding, landings would accurately reect har-

vests net of technologically-induced discarding. By arti�cially manipulating prices a

manager could then determine the limits of a �sher's control over harvest composition

in a straight forward way.
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